WHICH MATH TEST SHOULD I TAKE?

_start with the box that best describes your math background:

I HAVE SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED...

---

Basic Math
or
Pre-Algebra

*Take the sample quiz for
TEST #1

Plan to take Test #1 for placement into:
Math 1
Math 4
Math 41
Math 95
or
*If the questions on Test #1 are too difficult, you may choose to take Math 1 or Math 41 without testing. You must notify Assessment if this is your choice.

Algebra I
(one year of high school algebra)

*Take the sample quiz for
TEST #2

Plan to take Test #2 for placement into:
Math 107
or
*If you score less than 50%, review the material in the study packet (available online) or take the sample quiz for and plan to take Test #1.

Algebra II
(two years of high school algebra plus geometry)

*Take the sample quiz for
TEST #3

Plan to take Test #3 for placement into:
Math 108, 114, 117
Psych 150
Math 120, 130, 137
or
*If you score less than 50%, review the material in the study packet (available online) or take the sample quiz and plan to take Test #2.

Pre-Calculus
or
Calculus

*Take the sample quiz for
TEST #4

Plan to take Test #4 for placement into:
Math 138
Math 150
or
*If you score less than 50%, review the material in the study packet (available online) or take the sample quiz and plan to take Test #3.